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Participant knows what is going to 
receive…
but NB property can be violated!Run some Termination protocol

Termination protocol:
Process states

At any time while running  3 PC, each participant 
can be in exactly one of these 4 states:

Aborted     Not voted, voted NO, received ABORT

Uncertain    Voted YES, not received PRECOMMIT

Committable Received PRECOMMIT, not COMMIT

Committed  Received COMMIT



Not all states 
are compatible
Aborted Uncertain Committable Committed

Aborted Y Y N N
Uncertain Y Y Y N

Committable N Y Y Y
Committed N N Y Y

Termination protocol
When    times out, it 
starts an election protocol 
to elect a new 
coordinator
The new coordinator 
sends STATE-REQ to all 
processes that 
participated in the 
election
The new coordinator 
collects the states and 
follows a termination rule

TR1. if some process decided ABORT, then
         decide ABORT
         send ABORT to all
         halt
TR2. if some process decided COMMIT, then
         decide COMMIT
         send COMMIT to all
         halt
TR3. if all processes that reported state
      are uncertain, then
         decide ABORT
         send ABORT to all
         halt
TR4. if some process is committable, but
      none committed, then
         send PRECOMMIT to uncertain processes
          wait for ACKs
          send COMMIT to all
          halt

pi

Termination protocol and 
failures

Processes can fail while executing the 
termination protocol...

if   times out on  , it can just ignore 

if   fails, a new coordinator is elected and 
the protocol is restarted (election protocol 
to follow)

total failures will need special care...

c p p
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  Recovering  
if   fails before sending YES, decide ABORT
if   fails after having decided, follow decision
if   fails after voting YES but before receiving 
decision value

  asks other processes for help
3PC is non blocking:   will receive a response with the 
decision

if   has received PRECOMMIT
still needs to ask other processes (cannot just COMMIT)
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  Recovering  
if   fails before sending YES, decide ABORT
if   fails after having decided, follow decision
if   fails after voting YES but before receiving 
decision value

  asks other processes for help
3PC is non blocking:   will receive a response with the 
decision

if   has received PRECOMMIT
still needs to ask other processes (cannot just COMMIT)

No need to log PRECOMMIT!
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The election protocol
Processes agree on linear ordering (e.g. by pid)

Each   maintains set      of all processes that   
believes to be operational

When   detects failure of  , it removes   from   .     
    and chooses smallest    in      to be new 
coordinator

If   =  , then   is new coordinator

Otherwise,    sends UR-ELECTED to 
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What if   , which has not detected the failure 
of   , receives a STATE-REQ from   ?

it concludes that    must be faulty
it removes from        every

What if   receives a STATE-REQ from   after 
it has changed the coordinator to   ?

   ignores the request
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Total failure
Suppose   is the first process to recover, and 
that   is uncertain

Can   decide ABORT? 

Some processes could have decided COMMIT 
after   crashed!
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   is blocked until some    recovers s.t. either
   can recover independently
   is the last process to fail–then   can 
simply invoke the termination protocol
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State-Machine 
Replication

Modeling faults

Mean Time To Failure/ Mean Time To Recover
close to hardware

Threshold:   out of 
makes condition for correct operation 
explicit
measures fault-tolerance of architecture, 
not single components

Set of explicit failure scenarios

f n

A hierarchy of 
failure models

Crash

A hierarchy of 
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CrashFail-stop
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A hierarchy of 
failure models

Crash

Arbitrary failures with
message authentication

Arbitrary (Byzantine) failures

Send Omission

General Omission

Receive Omission

Fail-stop

crash

Solution: replicate server!

The Problem
Clients Server

Replication in space

Run parallel copies of a unit

Vote on replica output

Failures are masked

High availability, but at high cost

Replication in time

When a replica fails, restart it (or replace it)

Failures are detected, not masked 

Lower maintenance, lower availability

Tolerates only benign failures



Non-determinism

An event is non-deterministic if the state that it 
produces is not uniquely determined by the 
state in which it is executed

Handling non-deterministic events at different 
replicas is challenging

Replication in time requires to reproduce 
during recovery the original outcome of all 
non-deterministic events 
Replication in space requires each replica to 
handle non-deterministic events identically

The Solution
1.  Make server deterministic (state machine)

State machine
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Commands

State machines
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Clients
State machines

The Solution

Clients

Voter

State machines

1.  Make server deterministic (state machine)

2. Replicate server

3. Ensure correct replicas step through the same 
sequence of state transitions  

4. Vote on replica outputs for fault-tolerance 

A conundrum

. . .

A: voter 
and client 
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State Machines

Set of state variables + Sequence of commands
A command

Reads its read set values (opt. environment)
Writes to its write set values (opt. environment)

A deterministic command
Produces deterministic wsvs and outputs on given rsv

A deterministic state machine
Reads a fixed sequence of deterministic commands

Replica Coordination

Agreement: Every non-faulty state machine  
 receives every command

Order: Every non-faulty state machine processes 
the  commands it receives in the same order

All non-faulty state machines 
receive all commands in the 

same order

Primary-Backup

The Idea
Clients communicate with a single replica (primary)

Primary:
sequences clients’ requests 

updates as needed other replicas (backups) with 
sequence of client requests or state updates

waits for acks from all non-faulty clients

Backups use timeouts to detect failure of primary

On primary failure, a backup is elected as new 
primary



Primary-backup and
non-determinism

Non-deterministic commands executed only at 
the primary

Backups receive either
state updates (non-determinism?)

command sequence (non-determinism?)

Where should RC be 
implemented?

In hardware

sensitive to architecture changes

At the OS level

state transitions hard to track and coordinate

At the application level

requires sophisticated application programmers

Hypervisor-based 
Fault-tolerance

Implement RC at a virtual machine running on 
the same instruction-set as underlying hardware

Undetectable by higher layers of software

One of the great come-backs in systems 
research!

CP-67 for IBM 369 [1970]

Xen [SOSP 2003], VMware

The Hypervisor as a 
State Machine

Two types of commands

virtual-machine instructions 

virtual-machine interrupts (with DMA input)

State transition must be deterministic

...but some VM instructions are not (e.g. time-
of-day)

interrupts must be delivered at the same point 
in command sequence



The Architecture

Good-ol’ Primary-Backup

Primary makes all non-
deterministic choices

I/O Accessibility Assumption
Primary and backup have 
access to same I/O operations

Primary
HP 9000/720

Backup
HP 9000/720

I/O
Device

Ethernet

Ensuring identical 
command sequences

Ordinary (deterministic) instructions

Environment (nondeterministic) instructions

Ensuring identical 
command sequences

Ordinary (deterministic) instructions

Environment (nondeterministic) instructions

Environment Instruction Assumption
Hypervisor captures all environment instructions, 
simulates them, and ensures they have the same 
effect at all state machines

Ensuring identical 
command sequences

Ordinary (deterministic) instructions

Environment (nondeterministic) instructions

Environment Instruction Assumption

VM interrupts must be delivered at same 
point in instruction sequence at all replicas



Ensuring identical 
command sequences

Ordinary (deterministic) instructions

Environment (nondeterministic) instructions

Environment Instruction Assumption

VM interrupts must be delivered at same 
point in instruction sequence at all replicas

Instruction Stream Interrupt Assumption
Hypervisor can be invoked at specific point in 
the instruction stream

Ensuring identical 
command sequences

Ordinary (deterministic) instructions

Environment (nondeterministic) instructions

Environment Instruction Assumption

VM interrupts must be delivered at same 
point in instruction sequence at all replicas

Instruction Stream Interrupt Assumption
implemented via recovery register
interrupts at backup are ignored

The failure-free protocol
P0: On processing environment 

instruction   at   , HV of primary   :
 sends        to backup
 waits for ack

P1: If   HV receives     from its VM:
    buffers      until epoch ends

P2: If epoch ends at  :
    sends to   all buffered     in
    waits for ack
    delivers all VM      in 

    starts 

P3: If   HV processes environment  
 instruction   at    :
    waits for               from
 returns
 If   receives              from   :
    sends ack to 
    buffers     for delivery at 

P4: If   HV receives     from its VM
    ignores  

P5: If epoch ends at  :
    waits from   for interrupts for
    sends ack to 
    delivers all VM     buffered in

    starts 
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